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We define several types of transformations on the class of complete sets of 
pairwise orthogonal Latin squares (POLS) of order n and describe their 
geometrical effects in the corresponding projective planes. We establish a set of 
necessary and suflicient conditions that a projective plane of order n should be 
(V, &transitive (in the case where V lies on I) in terms of the properties of a 
corresponding complete set of POLS. We apply these ideas to determine which 
plane is represented by a particular complete set of POLS of order nine due to 
Paige and Wexler and find an answer different from that which has been given in 
the literature. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Every complete set 2 of pairwise (or mutually) orthogonal Latin 
squares (POLS) of order n represents a finite projective plane of order n, 
which we denote by n(g). Details of this well-known representation may 
be found in the standard reference work on Latin squares by D&es and 
Keedwell [l]. A slightly less general form of the representation is given 
below, in section 2. 
Let P W denote the complete set of POLS of order nine due to Paige and 
Wexler [6], which is reproduced in [I, Fig. 8.4.31. It is stated in [l] that 
l7(PW) is the Hughes plane of order nine, but no proof is given. Kelly [4] 
transformed PW into another complete set of POLS K with the property 
that the same nine rows appear, in different orders, in all eight squares but 
he did not identify 17(K) as one of the known planes of order nine. Not 
much information seems to be available on how to deduce properties of 
n(Z) from properties of ?Z, apart from [ 1, Theorem 8.4.21. If this theorem 
is correct, then it may be used to prove that 17(K) is (P, I)-transitive for a 
certain point P and line 1 through P and hence that 17(K) is not the 
Hughes plane [3, Theorem 9.18, Corollary 21. Our original aim was the 
correct identification of n( P W) and Z7( K). 
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The main tool for our investigations is a set of transformations on the 
class of complete sets of POLS of order n. Most of these transformations 
have appeared before in equivalent forms, for instance in [S], and some 
are used in [ 11. However, we give the geometrical effects of the transforma- 
tions and use this information in dealing with our particular problems. The 
transformation which generates a complete set of POLS for the dual plane 
does not seem to be well known and is possibly new. 
In section 3 we prove a theorem of similar type to [l, Theorem 8.4.21 
but with a stronger hypothesis and conclusion. We point out an error in 
the latter theorem. 
In the special case n = 9 we use the transformations and the theorem to 
prove that U(PW) is not the Hughes plane but the dual of the non- 
desarguesian translation plane of order nine. Our conclusion does not con- 
flict with [6], where it is merely asserted that I;I(PW) is non-desarguesian. 
Finally, we show that ZI(K)=II(PW). 
2. COMPLETE SETS 
A Latin square of order n is an array of n rows and n columns whose 
entries form a set of n symbols, such that each symbol appears exactly once 
in each row and column. We use the first n natural numbers as the sym- 
bols. Two Latin squares of order n are called orthogonal to each other if the 
n2 ordered pairs of corresponding entries are all different. A set of pairwise 
orthogonal Latin squares (POLS) of order n has at most n - 1 members 
[ 1, Theorem 5.153 and is called complete if it has exactly n - 1 members. 
By merely relabelling the symbols in each square of a complete set of 
POLS we can obtain all the first rows in natural order. For brevity, we call 
a complete set of POLS whose first rows are in natural order simply a 
complete set. 
Given a projective plane 17, of order n, we begin the construction of a 
complete set of order n that represents l7,, by choosing certain special 
elements, and the labels for certain lines, as follows: 
(1) Choose a special line I, in IZ,. 
(2) Choose two special points E and A on I,. 
(3) Give1 labels ej, 1 < i < n, to the lines through E other than I,. 
(4) Give labels uj, 1 <j < n, to the lines through A other than I,. 
We then define Aj = e, n aj, 1 <j< n and denote the points on I, by Ek, 
0 < k < n, where E, = E and E, = A. For each of the points Ek, 2 <k 6 n, 
we obtain a corresponding n x n array L, by setting its (i, j)th entry equal 
to 1 if the line joining Ek to ein ai meets e, at A, (see Fig. 1). 
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FIGURE 1 
Apart from some different notation, this construction is just a special 
case of that given in Cl, Theorem 52.21, so we omit the proof that the 
squares Lk are Latin and pairwise orthogonal. Odr particular construction 
ensures that the first rows of all the squares Lk will be in natural order. 
Thus {L, : 2 < k ,< n > is a complete set. 
Note that the plane l7, does not determine uniquely a corresponding 
complete set except when n < 4. 
A useful way to specify a complete set Y = { Lk: 2 < k < n} is by means 
of an array of permutations. First, we introduce an extra square L, related 
to E, = A in the same way that Lk is related to E, for k > 1. Since the line 
joining A to e, n aj is simply aj, it meets e, at Aj and therefore the (i,j)th 
entry of L, isj. Thus L, is row Latin but not column Latin [ 1, p. 104 J. The 
column Latinness of L, for k > 1 implies that L, is orthogonal to L1, 
where orthogonality is defined in the same way as when both squares are 
Latin. Hence {L, : 1 6 k < n} is a pairwise orthogonal set of n squares. Now 
let pik denote the ith row permutation of Lk, that is, the permutation which 
converts its first row into its ith row. The n x n array whose (i, k)th entry 
is pik will be called the representational array of .5? and denoted by R or 
(pik). In a representational array, every entry in the first row is E, the iden- 
tity permutation, and every entry in one column is also E. The exceptional 
column will normally be the first column, as in the case of the above R, but 
is allowed to be in other positions. Apart from the first row and the excep- 
tional column, no two entries in the same row or column of a representa- 
tional array are equal. 
Note that row permutations have been used elsewhere, for instance in 
[l], and that representational arrays have been used by Kelly [4], 
although in a less complete form, without the extra column corresponding 
to the row Latin square. 
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3. TRANSFORMATIONS OF COMPLETE SETS 
Given a complete set, it is possible to construct every other complete set 
that represents the same projective plane by first listing all the incidences 
between points and lines of the plane and then using the construction 
described above. We avoid this laborious procedure by defining a set of 
transformations that convert complete sets directly into other complete 
sets. This set of transformations is rich enough to allow any given complete 
set to be converted, in one or more steps, into every other complete set that 
represents either the same plane or its dual. In addition, we specify the 
geometrical effect of each transformation. 
We classify the transformations into five types, of which the first three 
are as follows: 
(7’1.8) Apply an arbitrary permutation 6’ to the row labels in all the 
Latin squares. Then permute the symbols, in each square separately, so 
that the new first rows are finally in natural order. The geometrical effect 
is to relabel the lines through E other that I,, so that e, becomes eiO, 
1 Qi<n. 
(5’2.0) Apply an arbitrary permutation 0 to the column labels in all 
the Latin squares. Then permute the symbols, using the same permutation 
t9 in every square, so that the first rows are finally in natural order. The 
geometrical effect is to relabel the lines through A other than l,, so that 
aj becomes ajO, 1 6 j < n. 
(n) Replace each Latin square by its transpose. Then permute the 
symbols, in each square separately, so that the new first rows are finally in 
natural order. The geometrical effect is to interchange the points E and A 
and also to relabel the lines ei, a, as ai, ei, respectively, 1 < id n. 
Each of these transformations evidently converts any complete set into 
another complete set representing the same plane and has the stated 
geometrical effect. Note that in most cases the labels Aj are moved to 
different points. 
Before we define the last two types of transformations we require two 
propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 9’ = (L, : 2 < k < n } be a complete set of order n 
and let R = (pik) be its representational array. Given r, where 2 d r < n, let 
8’ be the complete set that represents l7(9) when the point A’ = E, is used 
in place of A, keeping I,, E and the points Aj unchanged. Then the represen- 
tational array of 2’ is S = (a,), where oik = p,;’ pik for all (i, k). 
Proof (symbols with primes relate to 9 ‘). Given (i, j, k), define 
m =jp,;’ and l=mp,. Then j=mp,. Hence the (i, m)th entries of L,, Lk 
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are j, 1 (resp.) and so the lines joining ej n a, to E,, Ek pass through Aj, 
A, (resp.), as shown in Fig. 2. 
But by eliminating m between the equations which define m and 1 we 
obtain I=jp,’ pik, so the ith row permutation of L; is pi,’ pik. In other 
words, the representational array of 3 ’ is s = (a,), where eik = p,; i pik, as 
was to be proved. 1 
Note that crir= E for all i, so the rth column of S is the exceptional 
column which specifies a row Latin but not column Latin square. This 
agrees with the the new role of E, as the point A’. 
~OPOSITION 2. Let 9 = { Lk: 2 d k < n} be a complete set of order n, 
with representational array R = (pik). Denote the corresponding plane Ii(Y) 
by II,. Let RD be the n x n array whose (k, i)th entry is p,i’. Then RD is the 
representational array of a complete set and this complete set represents the 
dual plane IIf;‘. 
Proof (symbols with upper index D relate to Z7,“). The points and lines 
of l7: are the lines and points, respectively, of 17,. Define I”, = E, ED = I,, 
AD=e,,ef=E,, af=A,, A,!=a,, and ED=e,., where all literal suffixes 
run from 1 to n. It is easy to check that these elements of Z7fl are related 
to each other in the way suggested by the notation. Thus we may construct 
a complete set YD that represents Z’Il;‘, using I”,, ED, and AD as the special 
line and points. The Latin squares in .,YD correspond to the points ED on 
ID, other than ED and A”. The suffixes i, j, k, 1 in IZf correspond to k, 1, 
i, j (resp.) in 17,. We shall find that the representational array of TD is 
just RD. 
The equation jp& = 1 states that the (i, j)th entry of Lk is 1 and hence the 
line joining ei n uj to E, passes through A,. In terms of l7,D the same equa- 
FIGURE 2 
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tion states that the intersection of EfAP and e: lies on a: or, equivalently, 
that the line joining e,Dnaap to ED passes through A:. Hence the (k, Z)th 
entry of the Latin square LD is j. But the equation jp, = 1 may be written 
in the equivalent form Ip,;’ = j and therefore pL;’ is the kth row permutation 
of Lf. In other words, the (k, i)th entry in the representational array of 
YD is pikl and so this array is RD, as was to be proved. 1 
We are now ready to define our last two types of transformations. For 
both types, the representational array R = (pik) of the given complete set 
must have its exceptional column placed first. 
(T4.r) Choose r, 2 < r 6 n, and replace R = (pik) by S = (a,), where 
crik = p,;’ pik for all (i, k). The geometrical effect is to move A from E, to 
E,, leaving I,, E and all the points Aj fixed. 
(T5) Transpose R and replace each entry by the inverse permutation. 
The geometrical effect is to replace the projective plane by its dual, in the 
exact manner described in the proof of Proposition 2. 
Note that the output from the transformation T5 depends on the order 
of the columns of R. In fact, any change in the numbering of the squares 
in the given complete set is equivalent to a transformation T1.8, where 
10 = 1, applied to the final complete set. 
4. COMPLETE SETS AND (E, I,)-TRANSITIVITY 
The following theorem is of similar type to [ 1, Theorem 8.4.21 but both 
the hypothesis and the conclusion are stronger. 
THEOREM. Let dp be a complete set of order n, n 2 3, and let E and I, 
have their usual significance in l7(9). Then the plane II(Z) is (E, I,)- 
transitive if and only if (1) every Latin square in 9 has the same set of n 
row permutations and (2) the set of row permutations forms a group r of 
order n under composition. 
ProoJ A theorem due to Baer states that a projective plane is (V, I)- 
transitive if and only if it is (I’, I)-desarguesian [3, Theorem 4.291. We shall 
work with the latter property. 
(a) Suppose that 6p satisties conditions (1) and (2). Consider two 
triangles P&R and P’Q’R’ in Z7(Y) such that QR n Q’R’, RP n RIP’, and 
PQ n P’Q’ all lie on I, and PP’, RR’ pass through E. The plane is (E, I,)- 
desarguesian if and only if, for every such pair of triangles, QQ’ also passes 
through E. 
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Condition (2) allows us to simplify the geometrical problem in two ways. 
First, we may assume without loss of generality that PQ n P’Q’ = A. In 
fact, if Z’Q n P’Q’ = E, and r # 1, then the transformation T4.r moves A 
from E, to E,. The new complete set has row permutations of the form 
p,;’ pik and these all belong to r because of the closure properties of a 
group. Hence the new complete set satisfies conditions (1) and (2) and may 
be substituted for 9. Second, we may assume that RR’= e,. In fact, if 
RR’ = e, and s # 1, then the transformation T1.8, where 0 is any permuta- 
tion such that SO = 1, relabels e,, as e,. This transformation includes per- 
mutations of the symbols in all the Latin squares. Now every permutation 
$ of the symbols in a Latin square is equivalent to right multiplication of 
its row permutations by II/. In the present case the sth row of L, must be 
converted to natural order since it becomes the first row, so + = psi1 for 
L,. Hence the row permutations of the new complete set are of the form 
Pi& 9 although the suffix i is no longer the row number. By the closure 
properties of a group, the new row permutations all belong to r. Hence the 
new complete set satisfies conditions (1) and (2) and may be substituted 
for 9. 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of [ 1, Theorem 8.4.21. Let 
QR n Q’R’ = E,, RP r\ R’P’ = E,, and EPP’ = ep, as shown in Fig. 3. By 
condition (l), some row of L, is the same as the p th row of L,. Suppose 
that it is the qth row, so that pyU = pPt. Let APQ = aj and AP’Q’ = a,,. If 
jp,, = 1, then the point eP n aj = P lies on E, A,, so A, = R. Since jpg,, = I also 
holds, e4 n aj lies on E,A, = E, R. Hence ey passes through aj n E, R = Q. 
An exactly similar argument with j’ in place of j show that ey passes 
E E. Et A=EI 
FIGURE 3 
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through Q’. It follows that QQ’ = e4 and QQ’ passes through E, as was to 
be proved. Hence Z7(Y) is (E, I, )-desarguesian. 
(b) Suppose that Z7(9) is (E, I,)-desarguesian. The last part of the 
above proof can be reversed to show that every two Latin squares in Y 
have the same set of n row permutations r Hence the set of distinct entries 
in the representational array R is r. It remains to prove that r is a group. 
Apply the transformation T4.r to Y and consider the representational 
array S of the new complete set. By the same reasoning as in the case of 
R, the distinct entries in S form a set of n elements. Since the entries in the 
first column of S are pi;‘, 1 < i< n, the set of entries in S is r-l, that is, 
the set of inverses of elements of J’. 
The geometrical effect of T4.r is to move A from E, to E,. As n > 3, there 
are at least three points on I, besides E so we can move A from E, to E,, 
then from E, to E, and finally from E3 back to E,. Each transformation 
inverts the set of entries in the representational array but, on the other 
hand, the initial and final complete sets are identical. If follows that 
r-’ = r, that is, r is closed under inversion and the set of entries in S is r. 
Now let ~1, /? be any two elements of r. If CI = E, then obviously c$? E r, 
so consider the case CI # E. The first column of S contains all the n elements 
0f rs0, for some i> 1, c~=pi,l. The ith row of R contains all the elements 
of r so, for some k, B = pik. Since p,; ’ pik is an entry of S it belongs to r, 
so c@ E r. It follows that r is closed under multiplication and is therefore 
a group. 1 
Remark. The proof of [ 1, Theorem 84.21 assumes that the vertices 
R, R’ of the two triangles in perspective lie on the particular line e, (see 
[l, Fig. 8.4.21). This restriction must be included in the statement of the 
theorem to make it correct. The theorem then becomes consistent with 
[3, Theorems 5.9 and 6.11. 
5. APPLICATION TO THE PAIGE-WEXLER COMPLETE SET 
We now turn to the case n = 9. This is the least value of n for which 
different projective planes of order n exist and we recall that our original 
problem was to determine the plane represented by PW, the complete set 
of order nine due to Paige and Wexler [6]. 
Four projective planes of order nine are known. In the notation of Room 
and Kirkpatrick [8] they are (1) CD, the desarguesian Galois plane 
PG(2, 3’), (2) 52, the unique non-desarguesian translation plane, (3) 52O, 
the dual of g, and (4) lu, the Hughes plane of order nine, which is self- 
dual. Any properties of these planes that we use are to be found in [8]. 
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A complete set of order two consists of just one Latin square. Hence 
every intercalate [ 1, p. 421 in a Latin square L, belonging to a complete 
set of order n corresponds to a Funo subplane, that is, a subplane of order 
two, containing the line I,, and the points E, A, and Ek. Now @ has no 
Fano subplanes but the squares in PW do have intercalates, It follows that 
IJ(PW) is not @. 
Every point of sZD except the translation point belongs to some Fano 
subplane. In PW, cell (3, 3) is the only cell such that none of its entries in 
the eight Latin squares forms part of an intercalate. This is consistent with 
the conjecture that Z7(PW) is QD, with e3 n a3 as the translation point. To 
test this conjecture we convert PW, by means of a sequence of transforma- 
tions selected with reference to their geometrical effects, into a complete set 
whose corresponding plane can be determined uniquely. By reversing the 
sequence of transformations we can then determine n( P W). 
Preece [7] converted P W into the interesting complete set shown, in our 
notation, in Fig. 4. This complete set is obtained from PW by means of the 
transformations T1.4 and T2.$, where 4 = (16923) and II/ = (129643)(578), 
and we denote it by PW2. We can conveniently use the same two trans- 
formations and continue from PW2. The remarkable feature of P W2, 
especially in comparison with PW, is the simplicity of structure exhibited 
by four of the eight squares. In L, to L,, whenever the entry in cell (i,j) 
or cell (i, 1) is Z, where i, j and I are not equal to 1, the entry in cell 
(i + 1,j + 1) or cell (i + 1, 1 ), respectively, is I + 1, with addition modulo 8 
over the integers from 2 to 9. For our present purpose, however, the impor- 
tant property of PW2 is that the cell whose entries do not occur in any 
intercalates is now cell (1, l), which corresponds to the point e, n a, = A,. 
Many other choices of 4 and II/ would have had this effect. 
We now apply the sequence of transformations T5, T3, T5, T3, and TS 
to PW2 and denote the successive complete sets by P Wn, 3 < n 6 7. In 
Fig. 5 we show how the point T which corresponds to cell (3,3) in PW and 
to cell (1, 1) in PW2, or the corresponding line t in the dual plane, is 
related to the standard elements of the current complete set representation. 
In PW7 (see Fig. 6) all the Latin squares have the same nine rows, so 
condition (1) of our theorem is satisfied. The first square in P W7 has 
c( = (162)(394)(578) and /I = (173)(254)(689) as its second and third row 
permutations. Since c? =s= fl’ and r@=@x, c1 and /I generate a group 
isomorphic to C3 x C3. The row permutations of every square in PW7 are 
the elements of this group. In the first square, for instance, they occur in 
the order E, CI, /3, c$, a/?‘, LX’, p2, cz2fi2, a’fi. Hence condition (2) of our 
theorem is satisfied. By the theorem, IT(PW7) is (E, /,)-transitive. 
Let PW8 denote the complete set obtained when T3 is applied to PW7. 
It is easy to check that the same nine row permutations occur in every 
square in PW8 and that they are the same permutations as in PW7. By the 
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rl 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 123456789 
269371854 618542937 
357248196 781965324 
476835912 859127643 
Lz538794621Lj946213875 
614982573 265731498 
741529368 397684152 
895163247 432879516 
982617435 574398261 
123456789 123456789 
984713625 741285396 
269581473 875139642 
347269158 938614275 
495837216L5264971538 
572694831 397528164 
618372594 452863917 
751948362 586397421 
836125947 619742853 
123456789 123456789 
357924168 896137542 
548697231 614372958 
264381597 582793461 
La872165943L7751628394 
781249356 439865217 
936718425 265941873 
619532874 978214635 
495873612 347589126 
123456789 123456789 
532698471 475869213 
496823517 932714865 
615972834 791548326 
Lg387549162Lg619382457 
948317625 856173942 
879135246 584297631 
264781953 347625198 
751264398 268931574 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
theorem, applied to PW8, ZT(PW8) is (E, i-)-transitive. Since 73 does not 
alter the plane represented but interchanges E and A, it follows that 
ZT(P W7) is (A, I,)-transitive. 
Since lT(PW7) is both (E, l,)-transitive and (A, I,)-transitive, the line 
I, = t is a translation line of the plane [3, Theorem 4.191. Now D(PW7) 
is not the desarguesian plane @, otherwise lT(PW) would also be CD. The 
work of Hall, Swift, and Killgrove in [2], referred to in [l, p. 4833, shows 
that Q is the only non-desarguesian translation plane of order nine. Hence 
I7( PW7) = 52. By reversing the steps which led from PW to PW7 and 
noting that each time T5 is used the plane is replaced by its dual, we have 
L7(PW8)=IT(PW7)=ZZ(PW4)=Z7(PW3)=Q, 
ZT(PW6) = ZI(PW5) = II(PW2) = I7(PW) = sZD. 
Moreover (see Fig. 5), since t is the translation line in ZZ( P W7), T = e 1 n a 1 
is the translation point of ZZ(PW2) and T= e3 n a3 is the translation point 
of ZT(PW). We state our conclusion as a proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3. The complete set of POLS due to Paige and Wexler [6] 
represents the dual translation plane of order nine and cell (3, 3) of the Latin 
squares represents the translation point of the plane. 
The transformations used by Kelly [4] to convert PW into the complete 
set K are of types Tl, T2, and T4 only, so II(K) = l7( P W). In K, every 
square has the same set of row permutations but these row permutations 
do not form a group and our theorem is not applicable to K. A complete 
set whose properties resemble those of K is obtained if the transformation 
T4.3 is applied to PW2. 
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L2 
L4 
f 
.- 
123456789 
751248396 
876135942 
938714625 
2 6 4 9 8 15 7 3Ls 
347529168 
495863217 
582697431 
I’ 619372854 
123456789 123456789 
619372854 264981573 
751248396 347529168 
876135942 495863217 
9 3 8 7 14 6 2 5L3 582697431 
264981573 619372854 
347529168 751248396 
495863217 876135942 
582697431 938714625 
123456789 
938714625 
264981573 
347529168 
495863217 
582697431 
619372854 
751248396 
876135942 
‘123456789 123456789 
876135942 347529168 
619372854 582697431 
582697431 264981573 
L6 7 5 1 2 4 8 3 9 6 L, 876135942 
495863217 751248396 
264981573 938714625 
938714625 619372854 
347529168 495863217 
123456789 123456789 
495863217 582697431 
938714625 495863217 
751248396 619372854 
L~619372854L~347529168 
876135942 938714625 
582697431 876135942 
347529168 264981573 
264981573 751248396 
FIGURE 6 
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